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Abstract

Variation in susceptibility to infection has a substantial genetic component in natural

populations, and it has been argued that selection by pathogens may result in it hav-

ing a simpler genetic architecture than many other quantitative traits. This is important

as models of host–pathogen co-evolution typically assume resistance is controlled by a

small number of genes. Using the Drosophila melanogaster multiparent advanced inter-

cross, we investigated the genetic architecture of resistance to two naturally occurring

viruses, the sigma virus and DCV (Drosophila C virus). We found extensive genetic

variation in resistance to both viruses. For DCV resistance, this variation is largely

caused by two major-effect loci. Sigma virus resistance involves more genes – we

mapped five loci, and together these explained less than half the genetic variance.

Nonetheless, several of these had a large effect on resistance. Models of co-evolution

typically assume strong epistatic interactions between polymorphisms controlling

resistance, but we were only able to detect one locus that altered the effect of the

main effect loci we had mapped. Most of the loci we mapped were probably at an

intermediate frequency in natural populations. Overall, our results are consistent with

major-effect genes commonly affecting susceptibility to infectious diseases, with DCV

resistance being a near-Mendelian trait.
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Introduction

Variation in susceptibility to infectious disease often has

a substantial genetic component in natural populations,

including plants (Thompson & Burdon 1992), inverte-

brates (Lazzaro et al. 2004; Bennett et al. 2005) and

humans (Cooke & Hill 2001). This variation is of great

importance in allowing the selective breeding of disease-

resistant forms in agriculture and in understanding the

incidence of infection within populations. Additionally,

studying the causes of variation in susceptibility to infec-

tious diseases provides insights into co-evolution and the

evolution of resistance to pathogens (Sorci et al. 1997).

The processes that maintain genetic variation in sus-

ceptibility in populations are still a matter for debate.

Because pathogens are an important selective force in

the wild, there is probably to be strong natural selection

on this variation in populations. This can be positive

selection that drives resistance alleles through fixation

(Woolhouse et al. 2002; Bangham et al. 2007; Magwire

et al. 2011). In this scenario, variation may result from

the continual input of new resistance alleles into popu-

lations by mutation, and because the direction of selec-

tion continually changes as new pathogens appear

(Woolhouse et al. 2005), existing pathogens evolve to

escape host defences (Woolhouse et al. 2002), or envi-

ronmental conditions change. However, most theoretical

attention has been paid to models in which co-evolution

between hosts and pathogens results in negative fre-

quency-dependent selection that can maintain both
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resistant and susceptible alleles of a gene in populations

(Clark 1976; Stahl et al. 1999; Woolhouse et al. 2002).

This process is of particular interest as it may favour

the evolution of sexual reproduction and recombination

(Jaenike 1978). These models make strong assumptions

about the genetic architecture of resistance – typically

that a small number of major-effect loci control host

resistance and that there are strong epistatic interactions

between loci (Tellier & Brown 2007). Understanding the

maintenance of genetic variation in susceptibility there-

fore requires an understanding of the genetic architec-

ture of resistance – the number of genes involved, their

effect sizes and their interactions.

Quantitative traits typically have a complex genetic

basis, and in most cases, we have a poor understanding

of the genome positions, phenotypic effects and popula-

tion frequencies of the underlying genetic variants con-

tributing to phenotypic variation (Zuk et al. 2012). In

human association studies, a combination of larger sam-

ple sizes and the use of resequencing rather than

genetic markers means that this is beginning to change,

but there is still a substantial discrepancy between the

heritability estimates of a trait and the amount of herita-

ble variation accounted for by all variants identified

(Manolio et al. 2009). Possible explanations of this ‘miss-

ing heritability’ include widespread allelic heterogeneity

(multiple independent effects segregating at each causa-

tive locus) (Thornton et al. 2013; King et al. 2014), wide-

spread epistasis (Huang et al. 2012; Zuk et al. 2012;

Mackay 2014), many very small effect loci (Yang et al.

2010; Rockman 2012) and large numbers of rare alleles

of large effect (Bansal et al. 2010; Thornton et al. 2013).

Susceptibility to disease is a complex trait whose

genetic architecture has been extensively investigated

over the last decade by genomewide association studies

(GWAS) (Visscher et al. 2012). The majority of these

focused on noncommunicable diseases in humans, and

here, the polymorphisms identified usually have small

effects and can explain only a small fraction of heritabil-

ity (Pritchard 2001). A possible reason for this is that

the variation results from new mutations that increase

susceptibility, and therefore, moderate- or large-effect

alleles will be either removed from the population or

kept at a low frequency by purifying selection (Pritch-

ard 2001). However, the genetic architecture of suscepti-

bility to infectious diseases may be different (Hill 2012;

Magwire et al. 2012). Major-effect polymorphisms that

decrease susceptibility to infection have been identified

in many organisms by both GWAS and classical QTL

and linkage mapping (Bangham et al. 2007, 2008; Wil-

fert & Schmid-Hempel 2008; Magwire et al. 2011, 2012;

Hill 2012; Cao et al. 2016). The ever-changing selection

pressures exerted by pathogens may drive new major-

effect resistance alleles up in frequency by positive

selection, while negatively frequency-dependent selec-

tion may maintain existing variation (Stahl et al. 1999;

Magwire et al. 2011). This suggests that natural selection

may increase the frequency of major-effect alleles in

populations, causing the genetic architecture of suscep-

tibility to infectious diseases to be simpler than is the

case for noncommunicable diseases (Hill 2012; Magwire

et al. 2012).

Drosophila melanogaster is an excellent model to study

the genetic architecture of susceptibility to pathogens.

Unlike in humans, studies can take advantage of con-

trolled and highly replicated experimental infections on

genetically identical flies. Natural populations of D. mel-

anogaster are infected by a variety of viruses, including

DCV (Drosophila C virus) and the sigma virus. DCV is

a single-stranded positive-sense RNA virus in the fam-

ily Dicistroviridae (Christian 1987; Arnold et al. 2013).

The sigma virus is a single-stranded negative-sense

RNA virus in the rhabdovirus family that is a specialist

on D. melanogaster (Brun & Plus 1980; Longdon et al.

2012). While DCV is transmitted horizontally, the sigma

virus is only transmitted vertically from parent to off-

spring (Brun & Plus 1980; Christian 1987). DCV is a

very virulent virus, with infection causing a depression

of the metabolic rate followed by death (Arnold et al.

2013). By contrast, the sigma virus does not kill flies,

but it is thought to cause a approximately 20% reduc-

tion in their fitness (Yampolsky et al. 1999; Longdon

et al. 2012; Wilfert & Jiggins 2013).

We have previously used whole-genome association

studies to investigate genetic variation in susceptibility

to DCV and the sigma virus. For the sigma virus, we

identified two major-effect polymorphisms in the genes

CHKov1 and ref(2)P associated with resistance, and

these together explain 37% of the genetic variance in

the population (Contamine et al. 1989; Magwire et al.

2011; #37, Magwire et al. 2012; #36). For DCV, we iden-

tified a single major-effect gene called Pastrel that

explains 47% of the genetic variance in resistance (Mag-

wire et al. 2012). Although these association studies

were very successful in explaining a large proportion of

genetic variation compared to most studies on the

genetic basis of complex traits, there is still a large pro-

portion of genetic variation not explained, and the

causes of this missing heritability are unknown.

To address this problem, we used the Drosophila mela-

nogaster multiparent advanced intercross, known as the

DSPR (http://FlyRILs.org) (King et al. 2012; Long et al.

2014). To detect rare or small effect variants (Manolio

et al. 2009), multiparent advanced intercross mapping

panels have been proposed as a simpler and less expen-

sive approach than the recently popular studies using

very large-scale exome resequencing (Do et al. 2012;

Mirabello et al. 2014). These panels have been
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developed for mouse (Churchill et al. 2004), Arabidopsis

(Kover et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2012; #26), maize (Buck-

ler et al. 2009) and Drosophila (King et al. 2012). They

are formed by crossing several inbred founder lines for

multiple generations to create a population whose gen-

omes are fine-scale mosaics of the original founder

lines’ genomes. The DSPR was created by mixing two

groups of eight inbred founder lines in two populations

and allowing them to interbreed for 50 generations.

Flies from these populations were then inbred to create

over 1700 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) (King et al.

2012). Complete genome sequence data for the founder

lines are available. A high density of molecular markers

is scored in each RIL, allowing each position in the gen-

ome to be probabilistically assigned to one of the foun-

der lines. Compared to classical quantitative trait locus

(QTL) mapping, these resources provide a much higher

resolution of QTL positions and, by being founded by

multiple genotypes, allow estimates of the frequency of

alleles at QTL. The high resolution of the QTL is impor-

tant, as otherwise what appears to be a single major-

effect QTL often proves to be multiple linked loci

(Mackay et al. 2009).

Using a multiparent advanced intercross has several

advantages compared to our published work on virus

resistance that used whole-genome association studies

(Magwire et al. 2012). This previous work used a panel

of fly lines (the DGRP lines) from a population in North

America that had been inbred and had their genomes

resequenced (Magwire et al. 2012). We were limited to

c. 150 lines, and after corrections for multiple testing,

we could only had the statistical power to identify com-

mon major-effect variants. The first advantage of the

DSPR is that we have the statistical power to detect

new variants with smaller effect sizes. In our previous

work, we tested associations between c. 2.5 million

SNPs and the phenotype, needing severe correction for

multiple testing. With the DSPR, we can test the effect

of local haplotypes of a few cM in size on the pheno-

type, greatly reducing the number of tests. In addition,

in this study we used more than 800 lines, giving many

more independent observations for each site in the gen-

ome. Second, this increase in statistical power gives us

greater ability to detect additional loci that epistatically

modify the effects of the QTL we identify. Third, in the

DSPR it is possible to identify variants that are rare in

natural populations, as rare alleles present in the eight

founders will be pushed to intermediate frequencies (on

average 12.5%). Because the panel is founded by eight

parents, most of the rare variants segregating in nature

will not be included meaning that some important natu-

ral polymorphisms may be missing from the lines.

However, as we find that the DSPR panel has a similar

level of genetic variation as natural populations, if this

variation is caused by rare alleles of large effect then

some of these alleles have been captured in the gen-

omes of the eight founders. This is to be expected, as if

rare variants contribute substantially to genetic varia-

tion in natural populations, there are probably to be

many of them. Finally, another difference of the DSPR

from our previous work is that the parental lines are

sampled from around the world. This will allow the

identification of new variants that are not found in the

North Carolina population we studied before, although

we would caution that coadapted gene complexes may

have been broken up in this process. This is important,

as the prevalence and genotype of pathogens commonly

vary geographically, which may alter patterns of genetic

variation.

In this study, we found extensive genetic variation

among the DSPR lines in resistance to the sigma virus

and DCV. For each virus, we first identified a single

major-effect locus that was previously known to be

associated with resistance. After controlling for these

loci, we were able to identify additional QTL, several of

which had substantial effects on resistance. Further-

more, we found little evidence of epistasis, detecting

only a single locus that modified the effects of the QTL.

These new QTL provide a list of new candidate genes

affecting virus resistance.

Materials and methods

Virus production

The Hap23 strain of the sigma virus (Coulon & Con-

tamine 1982) was extracted from an infected line of D.

melanogaster (EX320). One hundred 15-day old flies were

frozen at �80 °C, homogenized in 1 mL of Ringer’s

solution and centrifuged twice at 13 000 g for 30 s at

4 °C. The supernatants from replicated tubes were

mixed together, and the extract was then separated in

small aliquots and stored at �80 °C. DCV-C (Jousset

et al. 1972) was kindly provided by Luis Teixeira (Teix-

eira et al. 2008). It was cultured in Drosophila melanoga-

ster DL2 cell culture, and the Tissue Culture Infective

Dose 50 (TCID50) was calculated by standard protocol

(Johnson & Christian 1999; Martinez et al. 2014).

Fly lines

We only used panel B of the DSPR. Recombinant inbred

lines were obtained from S. J. Macdonald (King et al.

2012) and kept at 25 °C. The original founder lines had

been cleaned for Wolbachia infection. We tested whether

the lines were previously infected with sigma or DCV.

For the sigma virus, c. 15% of the lines were tested for

symptom of sensitivity to CO2 as described below; none
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of flies tested were dead or paralysed after CO2 expo-

sure. For DCV, c. 10% of the lines were tested by stan-

dard qPCR (Martinez et al. 2014), and none were

infected. We used PCR to genotype the founder lines

and selected RILs for polymorphisms in the genes ref(2)p

and CHKov1 that have been previously associated with

virus resistance. Two flanking universal primers (ref2p-

P1-F 50-CTCACCCAGCTGCACTTGTA-30, ref2p-PS1-R

50-TGTTGCAATCTTTGCGACTC-30) and a specific pri-

mer for each allele (susceptible allele: ref-a1-Forward

50-GGATGCCCTCCCAGAATTA-30; recessive allele: ref-

a1-Reverse 50- CGACGCAATRYGGTGTATCC-30) were

used to genotype ref(2)p (Wilfert & Schmid-Hempel 2008).

A forward primer CHK_F (59 CTCTTGGCTCCAAACGT-

GAC 39) and reverse primer CHK_R (59 AAGGCAAAC-

GACGCTCTT 39) were used to detect the absence of the

Doc1420 element in CHKov1. The forward primer

Doc1420_F (59 CTTGTTCACATTGTCGCTGAG 39) was

used with the reverse primer CHK_R to detect the pres-

ence of the Doc1420 element in CHKov1 (Magwire et al.

2011).

Resistance assays

The generation prior to virus infection was set up with

three males and three females that were allowed to lay

eggs for 48 h in a vial with standard cornmeal–agar
food. For each line, we injected 20 mated females that

were 3–6 days old. For most of the lines, a single vial

was used per RIL, and for c. of 15% of the lines, a sec-

ond biological replicate (another vial) was performed.

For the sigma virus, a total of 635 lines were used and

94 were replicated. For DCV, a total of 619 lines were

used and 107 were replicated. c. of 50 vials were

infected per day, and for replicated lines, each vial was

infected in a different day. For the sigma virus, 69 nL

of the virus extract was injected in the abdomen as in

Longdon et al. (Longdon et al. 2011). Injected flies were

kept on cornmeal–agar food and assayed for infection

13 days postinjection. Flies were exposed to pure CO2

for 15 min at 12 °C and 30 min postexposure flies that

were awakened were classified as uninfected and flies

that were dead or paralysed were classified as infected.

For DCV, females were pricked with DCV suspension

as in Longdon et al. (Longdon et al. 2015) and kept on

cornmeal–agar food. Mortality of flies was recorded for

15 days. Flies that died within 24 h were excluded from

the analysis as it was assumed that they died from the

pricking process.

QTL mapping

First, we evaluated the repeatability of our resistance

assay and estimated the amount of genetic variation in

resistance to each virus. For DCV, we fitted in a

linear mixed-effect model. Let yi,j,k be the mean survival

time in days of flies in vial k from RIL j on injection

date i:

yi;j;k ¼ bþ datei þ RILj þ ei;j;k ðeqn 1Þ
where b is the overall mean survival time, datei is a

random variable representing the deviation from the

overall mean of vials injected on the date i, and RILj is

a random variable representing the deviation of RIL j.

ei,j,k is the residual error. For the sigma virus, we fitted

a similar model to (1) except the response variable was

the proportion of infected flies in a vial. Using the

parameters estimated in this model, we calculated the

repeatability, R, of our assay:

R ¼ r2
RIL

r2
RIL þ r2

e

ðeqn 2Þ

where r2
RIL is the between-RIL variance and r2

e is the

residual variance. Note this does not include r2
date (the

between injection-date variance), so it is repeatability on

a single day. R and its 95% confidence intervals were

estimated using the R package Heritability. For use in

QTL analyses below, we estimated the best linear unbi-

ased predictor (BLUP) for the phenotype of each RIL

(i.e. a phenotype corrected for the effect of injection

date).

The QTL analyses were performed using the R pack-

age DSPRQTL (http://FlyRILs.org/Tools/Tutorial) (King

et al. 2012). Following King et al. (2012), we regressed

our resistance phenotype on the eight founder genotype

probabilities at evenly spaced 10-kb positions across the

genome, converting the resulting F-statistic to a LOD

score (Broman & Sen 2009). We determined the geno-

mewide significance by permuting the phenotypic data

across the lines, repeating the QTL analysis and record-

ing the highest LOD score across the entire genome. We

repeated this 2000 times to give a null distribution of

the maximum LOD score (Churchill & Doerge 1994). To

localize peaks more precisely, we performed interval

mapping locally around the main mapped QTL (Lander

& Botstein 1989) (Broman & Sen 2009). Using these

results, we estimated intervals on the locations of the

QTL using both 95% Bayesian credible intervals and a

LOD drop of 2.

To identify additional QTL influencing virus resis-

tance, we performed a second analysis that statistically

controls for the effects of the main QTL found in the

first analysis. To do this, we performed a genome QTL

scan where the main QTL from the first analysis was a

covariate. For the sigma virus, the first QTL we identi-

fied is caused by the gene ref(2)p, and here, we know

the genetic change that causes resistance (see Results

for details). Therefore, we could assign each RIL to

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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either being ref(2)P resistant or susceptible (where this

was ambiguous from the genotype probabilities, we

genotyped the lines by PCR). The first QTL that we

identified in the DCV experiment was caused by the

gene pastrel (pst; see Results for details). As the variant

in pst that causes resistance is unknown, we accounted

for the effects of this gene by including the eight pst

founder genotype probabilities as a covariate. This led

to the identification of several additional QTL. To sim-

plify the local interval mapping and estimation of confi-

dence intervals for these additional QTL, we used

BLUPs for each RIL accounting for the effects of ref(2)P

and pst rather than including these genes as covariates

as was the case in other analyses. To do this, we used

the GLM:

yh;i;j;k ¼ bþQTLh þ datei þ RILj þ ei;j;k ðeqn 3Þ
where the parameters are the same as model 1 except

QTLh which is a fixed effect of allele h of the ref(2)P or

pst QTL. The model parameters were estimated by

REML using the LME function in R.

At each QTL, we assigned the founder alleles to the

two most likely allelic classes (‘resistant’ and ‘suscepti-

ble’). Following King et al. 2012; we first ranked the

founder genotype at each QTL according to their mean

phenotype. We then split this ranked list into all possi-

ble classes (‘resistant’ and ‘susceptible’). We performed

ANOVAs for all these different groups and choose the

grouping with the highest F-value as the best two-class

partition (King et al. 2012). For each RIL, we then calcu-

lated the probability that it carried the resistant allele

by summing the genotype probabilities of the resistant

and susceptible founders.

Effect sizes of the QTL and analyses of genetic
variation

To estimate the proportion of the genetic variance in

the mapping population that was explained by each

QTL, we compared the between-RIL variance estimated

using mixed models that either included the QTL as a

fixed effect (model 3 above, using the eight genotype

probabilities as the fixed-effect QTLh) or that did not

(model 1 above). We compared the change in the

between-RIL variance between the two models to calcu-

late the proportion of genetic variance explained by the

QTL. To allow direct comparison of the RIL variances

from the two models, we fitted these models using a

Bayesian approach with MCMCGLMM R package (Hadfield

2010).

To estimate the effect size of each QTL, we again

modified model 3. Here, we treated fixed-effect QTLh

as the probability of each RIL carrying the resistant

allele of the QTL (see above for how this was

calculated). We also included all the different QTL that

we identified as fixed effects in the same model. Again,

the model parameters were estimated using

MCMCglmm.

Epistasis

The first approach we took to detect epistasis was to

test for pairwise epistasis between the QTL detected

above on the basis of their main effects. Let yg,h,i,j,k be

the phenotype of a vial of flies (mean survival time of

DCV-infected flies or proportion of sigma virus-infected

flies) with allele g of QTL1 and allele h of QTL2, from

vial k and RIL j, injected on date i:

Yg;h;i;j;k ¼ bþQTLg þQTLh þQTLg : QTLh

þ datei þ RILj þ eg;h;i;j;k:
ðeqn 4Þ

The model parameters are the same as for model 1,

except QTLg and QTLh which are the fixed effects of

the two QTL, and QTLg:QTLh which is the epistatic

interaction between the QTL (QTL was a categorical

variable with two levels: resistant or susceptible). We

fitted models by maximum likelihood using the LME

function in R.

Loci that epistatically modify the effects of other

QTL might not be detectable from their main effects.

To identify such QTL that interact with the identified

QTL we ran genome scans looking for significant

interaction terms at 10 kB intervals across the

genome:

yg;h;k ¼ bþQTLgþLocushþQTLg :Locushþ eg;h;k ðeqn5Þ

where yg,h,k, is the BLUP of the mean phenotype of RIL

k corrected for the effects of injection date and ref(2)P/

pst (see above for details; ref(2)P/pst not corrected for

when these genes were being investigated). b is the

overall mean. QTLg is a fixed effect of allele g of a QTL

identified previously (expressed as a probability of

being resistant or susceptible). Locush is a fixed effect of

the 10-kB position being tested, expressed as the eight

possible genotype probabilities. QTLg:Locush is the

interaction between these terms. eg,h,k is the residual.

The model parameters were estimated using the LM

function in R. The LOD score for the interaction term

was calculated by comparing the likelihood of model 5

to an equivalent model that lacked the interaction term.

Then, we used permutations to determine the genome-

wide significance threshold following the procedure

described above. We were not able to do this analysis

for the X13 QTL because we only have 18 resistant RIL

(BB5 parent) and, therefore, many genotype combina-

tions were rare or missing.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Data availability

The raw data and scripts used in this study are avail-

able at University of Cambridge data repository

(https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/handle/1810/

255877). All analyses were carried out in R (3.1.1). The

package versions were DSPRQTL (2.0-4), LME4 (1.1-70), CAR

(2.0-20), MCMCGLMM (2.21), GGPLOT (2.14.1) and GGPLOT2

(1.0.1).

Results

Extensive genetic variation in resistance to viruses

We inoculated more than 26000 flies with virus in the

laboratory. For DCV, we inoculated 14091 flies from

619 RIL, with 107 of these RIL having independent

biological replicates (flies from independent vials). As

DCV is a highly virulent virus, we measured resis-

tance by recording mortality. For the sigma virus, we

injected 12195 flies from 635 RIL, with 94 of these

lines having independent biological replicates. As the

sigma virus does not kill flies, we recorded the pro-

portion of individuals that became paralysed after

exposure to CO2, which is a characteristic symptom

of infection.

We observed a high level of genetic variation in resis-

tance to both viruses (Fig. 1). For DCV, 77% of the esti-

mated variance in the survival times of infected flies

between replicate vials is genetic (i.e. explained by RIL,

as calculated using eqn (2); 95% CI: 69–83%). For the

sigma virus, 74% of the variance in infection rates was

genetic (95% CI: 63–81%).

Resistance to DCV is controlled by two major-effect
loci that together explain 89% of the genetic variance

We characterized the genetic architecture of DCV resis-

tance by identifying QTL. We regressed our resistance

phenotype on the RIL genotypes at 10 kb intervals

across the genome and recorded the LOD score. We

then repeated this on permuted data to determine the

genomewide significance threshold.

We observed a single major QTL on the left arm of

the third chromosome (Fig. 2A). This was extremely

significant, with a LOD score of 122 (genomewide sig-

nificance: P < 0.0005). To localize the QTL more pre-

cisely, we performed interval mapping around the

mapped QTL and used a Bayesian approach to obtain a

95% credible interval on the QTL location. The resulting

40-kB region contains nine genes (Table 1; Table S1,

Supporting information) including pastrel (pst), which is

known to contain a major-effect polymorphism associ-

ated with resistance to DCV (Magwire et al. 2012). This

gene is therefore very likely causing our QTL.

After controlling for the effects of the pastrel gene by

including it as a covariate in the analysis, we found

another highly significant QTL on chromosome arm 2R

with a LOD score of 29.0 (Fig. 2B; genomewide signifi-

cance: P < 0.0005). This QTL included a region of 30 kb,

containing just two genes (95% credible intervals on

location; Table 1; Table S1, Supporting information). A

third minor peak on chromosome 2L (Fig. 2B;

LOD = 8.0; genomewide significance: P < 0.03) covered

360 kb and 65 genes (Table 1; Table S1, Supporting

information).

Genetic variation in susceptibility could potentially be

caused by alleles that are either rare or at intermediate

frequencies in populations. The alleles from each of the

founders were assigned by maximum likelihood to

resistant and susceptible allelic classes. For the pastrel

QTL, there was a clear division with flies carrying five

of the founder alleles dying faster than flies carrying

the other three alleles (Fig. 3A, red vs. blue bars). For

the QTL on 2R chromosome, one founder was assigned

to the susceptible class while the other six founders

were assigned to the resistant class (Fig. 3B). For the

QTL on 2L chromosome, three founders each were

assigned to the resistant and susceptible classes

(Fig. 3C). Therefore, the polymorphisms underlying

each QTL are at appreciable frequencies among the

eight fly lines that founded the mapping population

and are unlikely to be rare in nature.

The two main QTL we identified have a large pheno-

typic effect (Table 2). Flies carrying the resistant allele

of pastrel die over five days later than flies carrying the

resistant allele, while the QTL on chromosome 2R

increases survival times by 2.5 days. The QTL also

Fig. 1 Variation in resistance to DCV (A) and sigma virus (B).

Each bar represents the mean and standard errors for each RIL

for which there were replicated observations. For DCV, sur-

vival days postinfection was measured. For the sigma virus,

the proportion of flies that were paralysed after CO2 exposure

was measured.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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explain most of the genetic variance in the mapping

population – 77.8% of the genetic variance in DCV

resistance among the RILs is explained by the pastrel

QTL, and an additional 11.3% of the genetic variance is

explained by the QTL on chromosome 2R. Only 0.7% of

the genetic variance is explained by the QTL on chro-

mosome 2L (Table 2). Therefore, resistance to DCV is

controlled in a near-Mendelian fashion by two major-

effect loci.

Resistance to the sigma virus is controlled by multiple
genes of varying effect

We repeated the QTL mapping for sigma virus resis-

tance and found a highly significant peak on the left

arm of the second chromosome (Fig. 2C; genomewide

significance: P < 0.0005). Again, we performed local

interval mapping and calculated a 95% credible interval

(Table 1), and this defined a region of 380 kB which

contained c. 34 genes (Table S1, Supporting informa-

tion). The recombinants in this region were assigned to

founder genotypes, and there was a clear division with

two resistant alleles and five susceptible alleles

(Fig. 3D).

The gene ref(2)P, which contains a known polymor-

phism associated with resistance to sigma virus (Con-

tamine et al. 1989; Wayne et al. 1996; Bangham et al.

2007), is located within this QTL. As the specific muta-

tion in ref(2)P that causes resistance is known (Wayne

et al. 1996; Bangham et al. 2007), we were able to

Fig. 2 Quantitative trait loci affecting

resistance to viral infection in D. melano-

gaster. QTL were mapped that affect

resistance to DCV (Panel A) and the

sigma virus (Panel C). The analyses were

repeated with the genotype at the resis-

tance genes pastrel and ref(2)P included

as covariates (Panels B and D). The hori-

zontal lines are genomewide significance

thresholds obtained by permuting the

phenotypic data over the RILs (solid line:

P = 0.05, dashed line: P = 0.01, dotted

line: P = 0.001).

Table 1 Position and credible intervals for the QTL associated with virus resistance. QTL are labelled with putative causative genes

or chromosome arm and genetic position

Chromosome Peak position (kB)† Bayesian 95% CI (kB)† LOD drop CI (kB)†,‡ Size (kB)§ Genes§ P*

DCV

QTL1 – pst 3L 7360 7350–7390 7330–7410 40 9 <0.0005
QTL2 – 2R69 2R 9890 9880–9910 9860–9930 30 2 <0.0005
QTL3 – 2L18 2L 5890 5790–6150 5710–6250 360 65 <0.03

Sigma virus

QTL1 – ref(2)P 2L 19 680 19 520–19 900 19 500–20 040 380 34 <0.0005
QTL2 – X65 X 21 730 21420–22310 21 260–22 380 890 30 <0.0005
QTL3 – 3R64 3R 14 590 14 450–14 860 14 410–14 950 410 52 0.001

QTL4 – X13 X 5680 5600–5740 5590–5970 140 23 0.0035

QTL5 – 2R70 2R 10 220 9570–10 350 9470–10 490 780 103 0.0455

*Genomewide significance from permutation.
†Coordinates refer to reference genome version 5.
‡Confidence interval based on a LOD drop of 2.
§Size and number of genes within the Bayesian 95% credible interval.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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genotype the founder lines by PCR. We found that the

resistant QTL alleles had the resistant allele of ref(2)P,

and the susceptible QTL alleles had the susceptible

allele of ref(2)P. Therefore, this QTL is very likely

caused by ref(2)P.

To identify additional loci affecting sigma virus resis-

tance, we repeated the genome scan but used ref(2)P

allele class as a covariate. This analysis found four addi-

tional significant peaks (Fig. 2D). These are found

across three different chromosome arms, and the size of

Fig. 3 The estimated susceptibility of fly lines carrying the different alleles at each of the QTL affecting DCV and the sigma virus.

The alleles were split by maximum likelihood into a resistant class (red) and a susceptible class (blue). Error bars are standard errors

of the mean. Panels with less than eight bars are occasions when one or more founders are not represented at a QTL.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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the 95% confidence intervals ranges from 140 to 890 kB

with one of the QTL containing just 23 genes (Table 1,

Table S1, Supporting information).

For each QTL, we assigned the alleles coming from the

different lines that founded the mapping population to a

resistant or susceptible allelic class (Fig. 3). Of the five

sigma QTL (including ref(2)P), three had a minor allele

that was present in more than one of the eight founder

lines (Fig. 3). Therefore, the alleles we are identifying are

mostly at an intermediate frequency in nature.

All of the QTL had an appreciable effect on infection

rates (Fig. 3, Table 2). The largest effect is from the X13

QTL, which reduced infection rates by 38%. The two

resistant alleles of ref(2)P are associated with a 30.9%

drop in the infection rate. At the other extreme, our

smallest effect QTL is the 2R70 QTL, but even this

causes a 11% reduction in infection rates.

In combination, our QTL explained 42.5% of the genetic

variance among the RILs. Individually, each of our QTL

explained from 3.5% to 23.6% of the genetic variance

among the RILs, with the ref(2)P QTL explaining more of

the variance than any of the other loci (Table 2). Therefore,

there is still a substantial amount of unexplained genetic

variation. In our mapping population, even rare alleles

will be pushed to intermediate frequencies, so it is proba-

bly that this is caused by loci of small effect.

QTL effects are independent

In the DSPR population, there can be nonrandom asso-

ciations between unlinked loci (Corbett-Detig et al.

2013), and so a QTL at one position in the genome

could give rise to spurious associations elsewhere. To

guard against this, we performed two further analyses.

First, we tested for linkage disequilibrium among the

significant QTL with Fisher’s exact tests. For the QTL

associated with sigma virus resistance, most of the loci

were not in linkage disequilibrium, but the X65 QTL

was associated with the ref(2)P, X13, and 2R70

QTL, and the 3R64 QTL was associated with the 2R70

QTL (Table S1, Supporting information). For the three

QTL associated with resistance to DCV, pst was not in

linkage disequilibrium with the 2R69 QTL (P = 0.449)

nor with the 2L18 QTL (P = 0.791), and 2R69 is not

linked to 2L18 (P = 0.280). Second, we tested for inde-

pendence of the effect of each QTL on resistance with

a general linear mixed model (the model used to esti-

mate effect sizes, see Methods); the type II P values

from this model give the significance of each QTL tak-

ing into accounting all the other loci. For both sigma

virus and DCV, all the QTL had a significant effect

(Table 2).

A modifier locus alters the effect of a QTL affecting
resistance

We took two approaches to test whether genes affect-

ing virus resistance interact epistatically, such that the

effect of a locus on the virus depended on the geno-

type elsewhere in the genome. First, we tested whether

the QTL detected above on the basis of their main

effects interact. There was no evidence of pairwise

epistasis between the three QTL affecting DCV, or six

pairwise combinations of QTL affecting the sigma

virus (Fig. 4, Table S2, Supporting information). We

were not able to test for epistatic effects of the X13

QTL, because we only have 18 resistant RIL (BB5 par-

ent) and many genotype combinations were rare or

missing.

Genes that have epistatic effects can be difficult to

detect on the basis of their main effects, especially if

their phenotypic effect is reversed in different genetic

backgrounds. Therefore, we mapped additional QTL

that modify the effects of the QTL detected above. To

do this, we ran genome scans including the genotype of

the known QTL as a covariate and examined its interac-

tion with the RIL genotype at 10kB intervals across the

genome. We identified a QTL at position 23 670 kb on

the right arm of the third chromosome (P = 0.024; LOD

drop CI: 23 600–23 740 kb; Fig. 5A). This locus alters

the effect of the 2R70 QTL allele, such that the allele

that made flies more resistant instead makes them more

susceptible (Fig. 5B). The scans for the other four sigma

QTL and the three DCV QTL did not identify any loci

that modified their effects.

Table 2 Effect size and proportion of variance in virus resis-

tance explained by each QTL

Locus†

Proportion

variance

explained

(%)

Effect

size‡

Effect

size

95% CI P*

DCV

QTL1 – pst 77.8 5.2 days 4.9–5.5 <0.0001
QTL2 – 2R69 11.3 2.5 days 2.0–3.0 <0.0001
QTL3 – 2L18 0.7 0.7 days 0.4–1.1 <0.0001

Sigma

QTL1 – ref(2)P 23.6 30.9% 25.2–36.2 <0.0001
QTL2 – X65 5.0 13.3% 8.4–18.2 <0.0001
QTL3 – 3R64 5.9 11.6% 6.8–16.5 <0.0001
QTL4 – X13 4.5 38.5% 24.4–51.2 <0.0001
QTL5 – 2R70 3.5 10.8% 6.2–15.8 <0.0001

*Posterior probability from MCMCglmm.
†The QTL are named by the chromosome followed by the

genetic map position unless the likely causative gene is known.
‡Effect size days DCV, % infected sigma.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Discussion

We found extensive genetic variation in resistance to two

viruses that naturally infect D. melanogaster in the wild.

We then mapped the genes causing this variation using

the Drosophila multiparent advanced intercross popula-

tion, which gives us far greater statistical power to detect

genotype–phenotype associations than our previous

Fig. 4 No evidence of pairwise epistasis between QTL affecting virus resistance. For each pair of QTL affecting each virus, the two

left bars (red) are the main effects of each locus, and right bar (blue) is the effect of the interaction between the alleles. The bars are

standard errors. X labels refer to the interaction term. (A–C) – DCV, (D–I) – sigma virus. Pairs of QTL where the interaction could

not be estimated due to missing genotype combinations are not shown.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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association studies involving these viruses. For DCV the

genetic architecture was near-Mendelian, we identified a

major-effect locus that increased survival times by about

81% and explained 77.8% of the genetic variation in resis-

tance and another large-effect QTL that led to 39%

increase in survival times and explained 11.3% of the

genetic variation. For the sigma virus, on the other hand,

we identified five QTL that all had a substantial effect

size, causing 10–50% drops in the infection rates. We

found no evidence of epistatic interactions among these

QTL, meaning that the effect of a locus on susceptibility

did not depend on the genotype at other QTL. However,

we did identify a modifier locus that reversed the effect

of a QTL on sigma virus resistance. Additionally, the

QTL we identified are specific to the two different

viruses, with no evidence of cross-resistance.

One explanation of the ‘missing heritability’ in associa-

tion studies is that much of the variation is caused by

rare major-effect alleles, but we found little evidence to

support this. An advantage of our approach is that we

can detect rare variants if they are found in the eight

lines used to found our mapping population. We find

that the DSPR panel has similar levels of genetic varia-

tion as in natural populations (Magwire et al. 2012).

Therefore, if rare variants are the cause of the high

genetic variance of this trait we must have some of these

alleles in our sample. This is not unexpected, as if rare

variants contribute much genetic variance to natural

populations then there must be many of them. However,

it appears likely that most of the genetic variance in virus

resistance in Drosophila tends to be caused by alleles at

an appreciable frequency in the population. Of the eight

identified QTL, seven had more than four founders, and

in five of these, both QTL alleles were present in multiple

founder lines. Nonetheless, our previous work has iden-

tified a rare major-effect genetic variant in a gene called

Ge-1 that confers resistance to the sigma virus (Cao et al.

2016). Therefore, while such rare variants exist, our data

provide little support for the hypothesis that they are the

main cause of genetic variation.

We have previously performed genomewide associa-

tion studies to investigate resistance to the DCV and the

sigma virus. These experiments, which used a panel of

inbred lines with complete genome sequences (the DGRP

panel), are expected to have less statistical power than

the analyses presented here. This is largely due to the

smaller number of statistical tests performed during QTL

mapping meaning that the correction for multiple testing

is less severe. As a consequence of this, we have been able

to identify numerous additional loci affecting virus resis-

tance. This is most striking for the sigma virus, where our

previous work identified just a single locus compared to

the five associations reported here. Therefore, we have a

far more comprehensive picture of the genetic architec-

ture of virus resistance in Drosophila melanogaster.

Resistance to DCV is controlled by a very small num-

ber of genes, with two loci accounting for the large

majority of the genetic variance. Sigma virus resistance

is controlled by five QTL and there is a larger propor-

tion of unexplained genetic variation, but the loci we

identified nonetheless had a substantial effect on sus-

ceptibility. Overall, our results are consistent with the

pattern that variation in viral resistance in Drosophila is

often affected by major-effect genes (Bangham et al.

2007; Magwire et al. 2011, 2012; Martins et al. 2014). The

other group of natural parasites that is well-studied in

D. melanogaster is parasitoid wasps, and here, a few

major-effect loci control resistance (Poirie et al. 2000;

Hita et al. 2006). Resistance to bacteria is possibly more

polygenic (Lazzaro et al. 2004, 2006), although this may

be because true co-evolved bacterial pathogens of flies

have not been isolated. Overall, data from Drosophila

support the suggestion that the genetic architecture of

susceptibility to infectious diseases may often be

Fig. 5 A modifier locus alters the effect of a QTL affecting

resistance. Quantitative trait loci that epistatically modify the

effect of the 2R70 QTL on resistance to sigma virus infection.

(A) QTL were identified by a genome scan looking for interac-

tion of each genome region with the 2R70 QTL. The horizontal

lines are genomewide significance thresholds obtained by per-

muting the phenotypic data over the RILs (solid line: P = 0.05,

dashed line: P = 0.01, dotted line: P = 0.001). (B) The epistatic

effect on sigma virus resistance of QTL identified by epistasis

genome scans. For each QTL, the alleles were split by maxi-

mum likelihood into a resistant class and a susceptible class.

Values are estimated susceptibility of fly lines carrying the dif-

ferent alleles. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.

Results of similar analyses with the other QTL did not identify

significant interactions and are not shown.

© 2016 The Authors. Molecular Ecology Published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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simpler than the genetic architecture of susceptibility to

noncommunicable diseases (Pritchard 2001; Hill 2012).

Mapping genes controlling virus resistance can pro-

vide new insights into host–virus interactions and antivi-

ral immunity. Two of the QTL we found contain genes

that are known to control resistance to these viruses –
Pastrel, which is associated with DCV resistance (Mag-

wire et al. 2012), and ref(2)p, which is associated with

sigma virus resistance (Contamine et al. 1989; Wayne

et al. 1996; Bangham et al. 2007). A third major-effect

polymorphism in the gene CHKov1 (Magwire et al. 2011)

was fixed for the resistant allele in this population.

Another gene associated with sigma virus resistance, Ge-

1 (Cao et al. 2016), was fixed for the susceptible allele in

the DSPR population. The novel QTL we identified are as

small as 30kB, and contain as few as two genes, so future

research can use the genetic tools available in Drosophila

to identify the other genes causing viral resistance. Resis-

tance to viruses can evolve through changes in either the

immune system (Felix et al. 2011) or host factors that are

used by the virus during its replication cycle such as the

receptor used to enter cells (Karlsson et al. 2003). The

antiviral immune response of insects is poorly under-

stood compared to antibacterial and antifungal immunity

(Kemp & Imler 2009); therefore, this can lead to new

insights into the evolution of resistance to infection, as

well as the mechanisms of virus interaction with hosts.

Models of co-evolution commonly assume epistasis

between alleles (Bergelson et al. 2001; Fenton & Brock-

hurst 2007), but we found that all the QTL we first identi-

fied had independent effects on resistance. However, loci

that epistatically modify resistance may be hard to iden-

tify from their main effects. When we scanned for addi-

tional QTL that modify the effect of the first set of QTL

we identified, we were able to identify an additional

locus that reversed the effect of a resistance gene. Wilfert

and Schmid-Hempel (Wilfert & Schmid-Hempel 2008)

reviewed published studies that have identified QTL for

host resistance in animals and plants, and found that epi-

static interactions were presented in the majority of cases

and were responsible for a substantial amount of the

explained variance. Our results suggest that in our sys-

tem epistatic interactions do occur, but they are unlikely

to have such pervasive effects.

The heritability that remains unexplained in our

study is probably caused by minor-effect genes. The

identified QTL are responsible for a large proportion of

the genetic variation in virus resistance. For DCV, the

three QTL explained 90% of the variation, and for the

sigma virus, the five QTL explained 42.5%. As dis-

cussed above, rare alleles of moderate and large effect

should be detectable, because the panel is founded by

eight parents, pushing rare alleles to intermediate fre-

quencies (King et al. 2012). In addition, widespread

allelic heterogeneity should not affect the detection of

QTL (King et al. 2014). Ruling out these two possible

causes for the missing heritability, the most likely

explanation is the presence of many minor-effect loci

(Yang et al. 2010; Rockman 2012). Alternatively, part of

the missing heritability may be caused by unknown loci

that interact epistatically (Huang et al. 2012; Zuk et al.

2012), although the lack of epistasis among the loci we

did detect suggests this may be less likely.

Our work focused on just a single isolate of each

virus. This is important, as resistance genes may have

specific effects on specific virus genotypes, and this

may be important in the maintenance of genetic varia-

tion and co-evolution. For example, during the late 20th

century genotypes of the sigma virus that were not

affected by the resistant allele of ref(2)P spread through

European populations of D. melanogaster (Wilfert & Jig-

gins 2013). Further work could extend this analysis to

understand how genetic variation in the virus popula-

tion interacts with genetic variation in the host popula-

tion. In the future, an important task will to be to

identify the genes underlying resistance. We have

inspected the genes within the QTL are there are no

obvious candidates, so this will probably involve addi-

tional genetic mapping to identify the causative loci.

In conclusion, the use of multiparent advanced inter-

cross populations here was a powerful tool to investi-

gate the genetic architecture of virus resistance, making

great advances from our previous study using the

DGRP (Magwire et al. 2012). First, because we have

higher statistical power we were able to identify six

additional QTL, most of which had substantial pheno-

typic effects. Therefore, the major-effect genes com-

monly assumed by theory do appear to be common in

nature. Second, we were able to show a lack of epistatic

interactions among the major identified QTL, and iden-

tify an additional QTL that reverses the effect of one of

the initially identified QTL. Overall, this suggests that

strong epistatic effects are probably not a major cause

of genetic variation virus resistance in Drosophila.

Finally, several of the major-effect QTL were found in

more than one of the eight founders of our mapping

population, indicating that genetic variation is not being

caused by large numbers of rare variants of large effect.
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